This paper describes a possible skew quadrupole correction system for linear coupling effects for the RHIC92 lattice. A simulation study has been done for this correction system. Results are given for the performance of the correction system and the required strength of the skew quadrupole corrections. The location of the correctors is discussed. For RHIC92, it appears possible to use the same 2 family correction system for all the likely choices of p'. The simulation study gives results for the residual tune splitting that remains after correction with a 2 family correction system. It also gives results for the beta functions before and after correction.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important effect of linear coupling in RHIC is to shift the tune v,, vy, sometimes called tune splitting. Most of this tune splitting can be corrected with a two family skew quadrupole correction system. For RHIC92, the same 2 family correction system will work for all likely choices of p'. This was not the case for the RHIC91 lattice where different families of correctors were needed for different p'.
The tune splitting described above which is corrected with a 2 family correction system is driven primarily by the vx -vy harmonic of the skew quadrupole field given by the field multipole a l . There are several other effects of linear coupling present which are driven primarily by the v, + vY harmonics of the skew quadrupole field, a l .
These include the following 1. A higher order residual tune shift that remains after correction with the 2 family correction system. This tune shift is roughly quadratic in a l . 2. Possible large changes in the beta functions. 3. Possible increase in the beam size at injection due to the beta function distortion and the emittance distortion at injection.
The simulation study computes the magnitude of two of these effects, the higher order residual tune shift and the change in the beta functions.
'Work performed under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy.
THE 2 FAMILY CORRECTION SYSTEM
The 2 family correction system is based on canceling the driving term for the nearby difference resonance, v, -vy = p , p being an integer. For the v, -vY = 0 resonance the driving term may be written as
One needs two families of a1 correctors to correct both the real and imaginary parts of AV. The phase of the exponent in (1) is nearly $ , -qhy, so the two families should be located at places where qhx -$y differ by n/2.
One obvious place to put the a1 correctors is near the high beta quadrupoles Q2 and Q3, where they are most effective. It will be seen from It is proposed that one family of a1 correctors be located near each Q2 or Q3, which will be called the Q23 family and one family be located near each Q4 or Q5, which will be called the Q45 family. For the p' = 2 case, the phases are not as perfectly chosen but these two families will be adequate in this case too, although about 20% less effective. 
SIMULATION STUDY RESULTS
For this simulation study the random a1 and bl present in the magnets have a magnitude given at the end of this section. If the random a1 and bl can be reduced then the effects, the tune shift and beta function shifts, can be scaled in an appropriate way. In this study the random a1 and the random bl are both assumed to be present. However, the tune shift due to random b1 is 0-7803-1203-1/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE corrected using the Q F and QD quadrupoles. Thus the tune shifts shown below are due to the random a1 errors and the a1 correctors. Table 1 gives the results for the tune, v1, v2, and the maximum beta functions at QF and QD, P I , P2 for ten different distributions of the random 01 and b l . Results are shown before the 2 family correction system is applied, the uncorrected case, and after the correction is applied, the corrected case. The correctors are set to cancel the driving term AV given by Eq. (1). The RHIC92 lattice has 6 P' = 2 insertions. Table 1 Results for the correction of the tune splitting for a RHIC92 lattice with six p' = 2 insertions using a 2 family correction system set to make AV = 0. Table 1 shows that one can get tune splittings as large as lvl -vzl = 232 x before correction. One error distribution leads to unstable motion before correction, although this error distribution would not be unstable for the p' = 10 lattice. After correction, with the correctors set to cancel the driving term AV, there remains a residual tune shift with the largest 1v1 -v2I = 41 x Previous studies [l] indicate that this residual tune shift is roughly quadratic in a1 if v,, vy are close to the difference resonance. Table 1 also shows large shifts for the beta functions, as much as Ap/p = 100% after correction. It has been shown that the beta function shift [2] and the higher order residual tune shift [3] The random quadrupole errors are due to a number of sources that include construction errors in the magnet coils, effective length errors in the quadrupoles, and rotational errors in the positioning of the quadrupoles. a1 and b l are defined so that the field due to a1 and b l on the median plane is given by where Bo is the main dipole field.
in the following table.
The rms random a l l bl used in this study are given 
